OUR
PATIO

OUR TROPICAL PATIO

Enter through artist Billy Al Bengston’ s brass trellis gates into the quintessential Venice Beach vibe.
Our Patio is a secret garden of palm trees, tropical plants, flowers and an outside bar anchored by a palm
tree like the bars on the beaches of Mexico and the Caribbean. Comfy booths beckon along the east wall.
A pioneer of the 1960’s light and space movement, Venice artist Eric Orr’s, iconic wall fountain represents moving water that combined with the two flanking vintage surf boards, creates a kinetic art installation homage to Venice surf life. Across the patio, balancing the Yin of the fountain, is the yang emanating
from the flame of an original 1900s cast iron fireplace, rescued from a Venice craftsman demolition.
The Venice vibe is further represented by the vintage resin coated board short lamps by artist Jimmy
Ganzer, which have been listed in Preservation magazine. Billy Al Bengston’ s bar window using vintage
Gold’s Gym weights as counter weights to the heavy glass pays tribute to the Venice fitness innovator.
Our Patio features dual retractable sun shades for bright days and full covers for poor weather. Overhanging heaters keep thing cozy and its own sound system keeps things lively. The landing to the clubhouse is a perfect stage for speeches. A private bathroom is secluded off the patio. Our patio is often
combined with our Clubhouse for larger parties.
Accommodates 70+ Seated, 120+ Standing*
(*subject to seating layout and style of event)

THIS PATIO ROCKS FOR PARTIES !
THE PATIO IS A PLACE TO CELEBRATE
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